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About This Game

Unknown Pharaoh will immerse you in an incredible adventure.
You will take on the role of an archaeologist exploring an ancient Egyptian pyramid.

Explore the pyramid chambers for symbols to grant you access to the next level.
Decipher genuine ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs for clues and discover ancient Egyptian artifacts.

Walk over massive gaps and watch out for traps.
Face your fears of spiders, cobras, scorpions and mummies.

This game use arm swing locomotion.
This game takes approximately 50 to 60 minutes to complete.
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Title: Unknown Pharaoh
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
4 Fun Studio
Publisher:
4 Fun Studio
Release Date: 5 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel Core i7

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970 equivalent or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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unknown pharaoh discovered. name of the unknown pharaoh yugioh card. the unknown pharaoh. unknown pharaoh hirst.
unknown pharaoh uncovered in egypt. unknown pharaoh. unknown pharaoh vr. unknown egyptian pharaohs. unknown facts
about pharaohs. unknown pharaoh damien hirst. unknown pharaohs of egypt

The timing for this game couldn't be more perfect. At breakfast I was telling my wife I wanted to go to Egypt and tour a
pyramid. Then I found this game on UploadVR new Vive releases and decided to try it out.

Pros:

* Great price for what you get. Creepy & atmospheric.
* This is the closest I've come yet on the HTC Vive to exploring a real pyramid -- thanks!
* The levels are phenomenal, I really enjoyed exploring the different levels.
* Nice touch on the spiders, scorpions, snakes. A little more variety on snake movement would have created slightly more
immersion.
* Some great jump scares -- I jumped out of my skin several times, particularly when mummies came out of the darkness and
when the floor caved in. Holy sh*t!!! LOL

Cons:

* I found the arm waving movement system tiring, so I used the controller for movement instead. I did experience motion
sickness after extended play, despite always trying to look in the direction I was moving. I would greatly prefer a teleport system
-- perhaps this could be a third option (you could disengage teleport when walking down stairs / across ramps).
* The puzzle pieces that spelled words should be a little more scrambled -- they were either directly under the correct position or
one away. Make this a little more challenging.
* A few different mummy models would add to the immersion (all the mummies looked the same). Perhaps try and figure out a
way to make some of them a little more difficult to kill.
* The symbols on the walls are a little repetitive ... could use a little more variety (I know, I'm being picky!)

Overall, this is a really great title for the price. If you are like me and have a fascination with Egypt and the pyramids, this is a
must have. I am really looking forward to future updates!
. I personally do not like this game and neither does anyone else that tried it. The movement system is terrible and causes motion
sickness.. As it stands I purchased this game and the audio stutters and echos making it unplayable from the very start. I've tried
playing it for a few minutes but the audio will drive you nuts. This is the only game I have issues with using my VIVE, and my
PC is far from under powered. If the developers would respond to my email and help me fix the issue, i will alter my review
after actually being able to play the game. As it stands currently, it was a waste of money.. The game is stuck for me from the
beginning. Can't even move.. Begin's off easy... then becomes more challenging.. it's actually pretty good and enjoyed it.. the
darkness and visibility, easy to medium puzzles, and a bit of a work out at times... the dev's could improve walking up and down
ladders and walking through some doors.. but overall greatr experience, took me about 75mins... I'll definately play it again and
great to show newbies when they come over to try VR!
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Good little non-frustrating, cheap, Egyptian pyramid exploration simulator.

Be an archaeologist, like Indiana Jones.

Or imagine you're a proper archaeologist. Like Daniel from Stargate.

I'm liking it.. My specs: FX8320/16 Gigs RAM/GTX 1070/HTC VIVE

And for people who need to know. I was gifted this game by a friend so I played it.

Tomb exploring game with some interaction and fairly easy puzzle aspects which is all good for me. This is a good satisfying
experience. Locomotion can be somewhat fickle and dizzying for some. This game would be better with some kind of teleport
option added. Overall for the price it was good. Sometimes just having a nice VR experience is all I need. The combat was
simple too. Torch'em up !!! BURN BABY BURN !!!

Oh and I found a secret but I can't tell because I don't know why it was in my game. Maybe it is in all. I do not know. ;-)

First play video below and I brightened it up a little because it was very dark.

https://youtu.be/ZCGckkA3e8s. 7/10
I like this, and I recommend it. There are very clunky moments, and I encountered a number of clipping bugs, but it is
challenging, scary and fun. Well worth the money, but be aware that there is only 60 minutes playtime here.. Neat little game,
unfortunately I could only play it for 20min before I got sick and had to play something else. I still recommend this game
because of its graphics and the scares I believe it can give me and my visitors.

. This has trackpad locomotion, not just arm swing. The trackpad movement speed is kind of slow, but I can tolerate it. The
graphics are surprisingly good, and I like the ambiance. The puzzles are mostly easy, but I'm stuck on one right now. It definitely
gets scary because it's so dark, and things will seem to pop up out of nowhere. You'll see what I mean. One negative is that you
can walk through most solid objects other than walls.. Good scary game. You dont need to visit Egypt just get the game and
enjoy thr mummies and pyramid
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